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Multiprocessors

• Idea:  create powerful computers by connecting many smaller ones

good news:   works for timesharing (better than supercomputer)

bad news:   its really hard to write good concurrent programs

many commercial failures
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Questions

• How do parallel processors share data?

— single address space  (SMP vs. NUMA)

— message passing

• How do parallel processors coordinate? 

— synchronization (locks, semaphores)

— built into send / receive primitives

— operating system protocols

• How are they implemented?

— connected by a single bus 

— connected by a network



Programming multiprocessors

• Multiprogramming is difficult:

- Communication problems

- Requires knowledge about the hardware

- All parts of the program should be 

parallelized











Supercomputers
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Using multiple processors an 

old idea
• Some SIMD designs:

• Costs for the the Illiac IV escalated from $8 million in 1966 to $32 million in 1972 
despite completion of only ¼ of the machine.  It took three more years before it was 
operational! 

―For better or worse, computer architects are not easily discouraged‖

Lots of interesting designs and ideas, lots of failures, few successes
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Clusters
• Constructed from whole computers 

• Independent, scalable networks

• Strengths:

– Many applications amenable to loosely coupled 

machines

– Exploit local area networks

– Cost effective / Easy to expand

• Weaknesses:

– Administration costs not necessarily lower

– Connected using I/O bus

• Highly available due to separation of memories

• In theory, we should be able to do better



Google

• Google uses thousands of processors and 

disks to handle thousands of queries per 

second



Concluding Remarks

• Evolution vs. Revolution

“More often the expense of innovation comes from being too disruptive to 

computer users”

“Acceptance of hardware ideas requires acceptance by software people; 

therefore hardware people should learn about software.  And if software people 

want good machines, they must learn more about hardware to be able to 

communicate with and thereby influence hardware engineers.”


